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Cat-Nr: PB17

Privat Battle 17

Artikel info:-

Fabio does some pullups when Bruno appears and hikes
down his trousers. Bruno makes fun of the thong he is
wearing underneath. That&acute;s too much for Fabio who
shreds Brunos shirt and throws him to the ground. Fabio
works with his strength which Bruno tries to compensate with
his wrestling skills. But once the small Bruno is caught into a
headlock by the strong arms of Fabio it is really hard to get
free. Bruno has a lot of ideas how to do it. He tries to make
Fabio surrender by shredding his shorts. But that does not
work at his first approach and so he works steadily on the
destruction of Fabios shorts. Second round starts good for
Bruno. He is able to put Fabio into a strong bodyscissor. But
Fabio can free himself after some time and Bruno has to be
careful since Fabio is able to counterattack immediately. After
some time Fabio&acute;s short loose the fight against
Bruno&acute;s attacks and he has to keep on fighting only
wearing his thong. Now he puts Bruno through the mill and
into a headlock. But he has not more than headlocks in his
repertory while Bruno works with head- and bodyscissors, full
nelson, armbar and much more nice moves. Now Fabio
realizes that he has to offer more and the fight gets more
interesting. The boys bring much more energy in their actions
and it gets harder and more unrestrained towards the end.
Will Fabio, the little devil, bring a victory back home or is the
bigger Fabio able to decide the fight for his favour?

Play length approx 39 min.

Price :  25,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Privat Battle 17 :

shipping method
Photo series (- 22,00 EUR ), Download HD, DVD Shipping.

In catalog since Friday 19 May, 2017
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